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VINCENT KUHN
GOOGLE IS NOT THE MAP

“google is not the map”, les liens invisibles (2008)
v INVASÃO TERRITORIAL>>>>>NEW MEDIA what is a place and WHERE is 
it, now?   [>>> PAGE 02]
v
v   Toda a minha vida trabalhei com mapas. os mapas, para além de  
v uma representação do existente no plano, são delineadores sem 
v pre de um plano de acção. podem servir como um ‘script’   
v para a acção/participação
v      abstracção______mapa  
v REFERENCIALIDADE                  [eixos x,y-----z]
v
v
v                                         not in the map
“If it isn´t on google, it doesn’t exist.” 
     calculate
     quantify
 plano de acção   measure
     annotate 
     intervene_______________multiple 
individual choices   
para uma estratégia   
de territorialização / invasão_______ WORLD REVOLUTION [barreiras, 
margens, limites]

001 the world according to Vincent Kuhn
let’s create our own world inside this map. mark your territories, 
comment, link everything...and share all the marks of this new world! 
[follow me @...]

cartografar é assinalar, anotar, é criar todo um conjunto de notas 
MARGINALIA, que remetem para um plano de acção

x

PLANO DE ACÇÃO
ZOOM IN/OUT (MUDANÇA DE ESCALA)_________introdução de um novo olhar  
ROTAÇÃO DOS EIXOS*

“tudo é válido em tempos de guerra e crise”?   RESHAPE
          REMIX
              TRANSFORM

[<<<PAGE 01] “the world is my idea”:this is a truth which holds good 
for everything that lives and knows, though man alone can bring it 
into reflective and abstract consciousness” (Arthur Schopenhauer, 
“The world as will and representation”)

Since ancient times cartography has been used to describe the world 
as a geometric ensemble of measurable points, lines, areas, and data-
labels on a plane.
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While the world slowly fades away in an increasingly multiplication 
of self-representations, the map-making process, missing its real 
reference, becomes nothing more than an empty-

  *o que era até então visível deixa de o ser >>>REALITY 
/ ILLUSION

-meaning abstract practice: so, what do all those maps stand now for?
  les liens invisibles explored the world along its 
self-referential technolinguistic layers, moving through its hidden  
 mechanism and forcing the grammar of its public-released API 
code.

002 questão do pixel no mapa - 100% resolution google maps / ver GPS
003 “no maps for these territories” /paralelismo com a minha road 
trip US 2009

xx

004 google maps - do you authorise google maps to check your current 
location?
    VOYEUR <<<<<<<<<<<<< SURVEILLANCE
005 world knowledge - percentagem >>>where I’ve been? (app)
006 risk world domination  -  boardgame / videogame / online game
007 frente/verso - questão de planos da página e do mundo
008 coordenadas - what time is it now?
009 a photograph proves you’ve been there

irony of popular web 2.0 services by powerful corporations (facebook, 
twitter, google earth,...)

“the more I look, the more I see”, exhibition Galerija Galzenica 
(Croatia, Nov/Dec 2010)

1968 - Stewart Brand Whole Earth Catalogue
 bible by the counterculture generation
 died with the rise of the web             and knowledge
“evaluation and access device” --------bring power   to the people - 
everybody could submit a review 

exhibition:
these artists -WE - live in a worlds in which media don’t just re-
produce reality, nor just simulate it, in Baudrillardian terms: they 
shape reality, improve it, sometimes they build parallel worlds in 
which we can spend our time. they redesign our way to live, to think, 
to make and enjoy culture, to eat, to sleep, to die. And to think 
about God.

xxx

use simple tools and editing tricks in order to comment on the cur-
rent status of the image, to talk about themselves, to edit found 
material and to improve its meanings; they explore cultures and hab-
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its in order to sample, remix and comment them; they use and abuse 
technologies; they export metaphors, practices, aesthetics and narra-
tives to other situations. They are not working within a medium:they 
are working within a media-implemented reality, They are realists, in 
the only way that realism makes sense nowadays_________This can bring 
somebody to go back to when everything started.

Test_Lab: tools for Propaganda (2010, exhibition Rotterdam V2_insti-
tute for the unstable media)
v
v
v
how does google determine which website shows up first and which on 
page 2,480,133 of a search?
does a photograph only represent its own reality?
how does social tagging affect the meaning of an online image?
can google street view be a stage for artistic intervention?

 - explore subvertr through TAGS------ (explore the world through 
tags)

010 pen usb com uma localização específica (gravação de referência 
geo-temporal num medium diferente do papel que é imutável - movimento 
/ estático)

xxxx

The digital multitude has learned to be connected at work, at home, on 
the go. haunted by a paranoid untold threat of a need for a continu-
ous online presence, users seem to form their identities and social 
relationships through a process of accelerating pace. the more the 
platforms evolve, the more they encourage user’s immediate input and 
interaction in real time, making life inseparable from work. and al-
though issues like the limitation imposed by the networks and the ag-
gregation and expropriation of content by third parties keep cropping 
up, going offline is no longer an option.

is there a need for an exit? And waht would such an exit mean?   
>EXODUS (from page to pixel) [>>> PAGE 06]

Exit, or more appropriately, exodus, is described in contemporary po-
litical philosophy as a form of disobedience, resistance and defection 
that aims to reclaim the new common *

      D     > B >>>>>>>>> @ sorry this content is no longer available               
   011 mapa(página) que abre outro(s) mapas   
                           MARGINALIA
                    (desdobrável que se abre) - metamap                      
   012 turismo virtual (travelling everywhere, 
A.                                              surveillance                                                           
    E.   all the time)
         C.             
vincent kuhn                        013 broken CD - sorry, this medium 
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is no longer valid. please go to URL      
localizar as ref. usadas                            

xxxxx

(entrada/saída de cena /teatro)
* wealth from the power structures. in the last few years, the no-
tion of exit started becoming apparent in the networked world through 
tactics planned by creators, positions taken by thinkers and actions 
taken by users themselves.
                                                                                                        
TACTICS
But can such moves change the rules                                     
POSITIONS                                                                        
ACTIONS
established by popular social platforms like
wikipedia and facebook? Is there an “ouside”?    (REverso da folha)

EXIT is not about quitting, it is rather about reversing power struc-
tures and frames, new modes of digital nomadism
that move towards a more liberated networked land.

[<<<PAGE 05] -----EXODUS from the paper to the screen >>>>> this web-
page is not available.
      the webpage at 
http://... might be temporarily down or it may have a    
        new web 
address
          
(sair dos limites da página)
Start: 05.02.2011 11:00
End: 05.02.2011 13:00                              (The Right to Exit 
@ Transmediale 2011)
          
 Les liens invisibles
          
 Alessandro Ludovico 
          
 Paolo Cirio
          
 Nathaniel Stern
          
 Scott Kildall
    on the road, Kerouac
014 ideia de percurso - a estrada - em que 
a MARGINALIA surge como tudo aquilo que é exterior a esse percurso, 
mas que é visível
que acaba por “entrar” nesse percurso ---- “no maps for these terri-
tories”
015 tridimensionalidade - layer - importar o livro para a página

xxxxxx
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016 frase solta, dèja vu, imagem isolada >>>contextualização, refer-
encialidade  IMPORT/INPUT
 v         
 v
 v dèja vu---- experience of feeling sure that one has  
 v
 v already experienced or witnessed a current   
 v
 v situation, even though the exact circumstances  
 v 
 v of the previous encounter are uncertain and   
 v
 v were perhaps imaginated.     
 v
 v  REALITY       
 v     /
 v  FICTION       
 v
 v         
 v
 sense of recollection of the time___________________anomaly of 
memory    _sensory input

cryptamnesia - where information learned is forgotten but neverthe-
less stored in the brain, and similar occurences invoke the   
  contained knowledge, leading to a feeling of familiar-
ity because of the situation, event or content.  
  I was here.
   Maybe I was here.
    I feel like I’ve been here before.                                                                 
Glitch Art:
          
 “get away from the established
          
 action scripts and joint the avant-
          
 -garde of the unknown, become
manipulate, bend and        
 a nomad of noise artifacts!”
break any medium
towards the point where
it becomes something new.                STRETCH BOUNDARIES
     GENERATE NEW MODES   _______ 
force a catharsis of conventions, norms and beliefs

xxxxxxx

personal experiencence-----multiple actions (way of expression)
      overlap
      utopian fantasy of tech-
nologial democracy or freedom
EMPIRE  “If there is such a thing as technological freedom”
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“I am a voyageur of videoscapes.”  (the nomad of noise travels the 
acousmatic videoscape)
  (Glitch Studies manifesto, Rosa Menkman /Amsterdam, Cologne)

“Give me” a big piece of paper, some colored ropes and a pen, “and 
I’ll make you a universe” (DJ Spooky)

METAMEDIA___(McLuhan)___new relationships between form and content in 
the development of new technologies and new media, Taken up by  
   Lev Manovich - utilises new media and focuses 
on collaboration across traditional fields os study.

       “The new avant-
garde is no longer concerned with seeing or representing the world in 
new ways but rather with accessing and using in new ways previously 
accumulated media. In this respect new media is post-media or meta-
media, as it uses old media as its primary material.” (Lev Manovich)

xxxxxxxx

google is not the map (interview via mail between les liens invisi-
bles)

o que trouxemos à discussão não é tanto o mapa em si enquanto sistema 
convencional de sinais que estruturam (regulam) a gramatica. Fala-
mos de pontos, linhas, superfícies que não existem senão como von-
tade e como representações esquemáticas do real, Representações que 
no nosso contexto social e tecnológico vêm do modelo predominante 
da percepção do território, e que desde sempre condicionou a nossa 
realidade; pensamos, nas linhas de demarcação dos limites nacionais, 
perímetros inexistentes, o mapa GINTM torna-se um obj linguistico do 
qual se pode apropriar para redefinir novas cartografias possíveis.                        
existentes
          
  PAISAGENS RECRIADADAS      
          
imaginadas

GEOGOO, jodi.org (net art - www.geogoo.net)
  explores the relations between the world we build through the In-
ternet and the one based on  our past mental and physical maps *

017 eu estive aqui e aqui, >>>>>>>>>>>  I’ve been here 
and there,...this software tells me 
fisicamente, mas, no entanto    I’ve been or know  
     64% of the world, but what do I
ao usar bookmarks para tudo...    really   
         know or where exactly have I been?
FISICO VS. VIRTUAL (maps)

xxxxxxxxx

exhibition @ iMAL, center for digital cultures and technology
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* services such as GoogleMaps have changed radically our worldview by 
making the Globe accessible as a commercial multi-user surface. MAP-
PING these online geometrical constructs to reality and vice-versa, 
overlaying their figures as jogging paths - web of data and associa-
tios.     amplifying
  deconstructing 
   
     for centuries, geometry has been 
overloaded with symbols, starting from pure mathematical objects to 
esoteric and mystic signs, HIDING in complex figures weaving to be 
REVEALED  by the gurus 
        (explorers)
        tracing 
geometry on the
  ground - new geometries one can draw

TRACKING---
(typography) letter-spacing, refers to the amount of space between a 
group of letters to affect density in a line or block of text--------
---LEGIBILITY
(hunting) the act of observing animal tracks and other signs with the 
goal of gaining understanding of the landscape and animal behaviour - 
SYSTEMS/PATTERNS -------------RECOGNITION
       [>>> PAGE 11]
CODING AND HACKING---------------------------------------------------
--------------current status:
          
not sure, anymore!
018 em cada tópico conectar com o trabalho     
 |
dos outros elementos do grupo       
 |
          
 |
IP address, email address, skype address, facebook page______________
___________________|
v
v
v                                         Where do I fit in all this? 
Or where am I?
v 
this is changing all the time

xxxxxxxxxx

[<<< PAGE 10] TRACKING---
(cinematography) motion tracking, visual-effects technique that al-
lows the insertion of computer graphics into live-action footage with 
correct position, scale, orientation and motion relative to the pho-
tographed objs in the shot-----------INSERTION
(web) analysis of visitor bahaviour on the website, may be used to 
provide the visitor with options or content that relates to their im-
plied preferences-----------ANALYSIS......personalization
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(logistics) process starting with detemining the current and past lo-
cations and other status of property in transit----MEMORY
     ..............TRACING

TRACING---
(criminology) subject concerning setting up traces of edidence left 
at crime scenes;
(art) copying objs, especially with the use of translucent paper;
(software) method of debugging in computer programming;

Geogoo----------coding / decoding, deciphering    cryptic
      data in a chaotic sur-
face

messages are hidden
only visible to the ones who
dare to dig into the code...............019 encriptar elementos

many things can be constructed into meanings, just depends on you and 
your capability to disconnect and reconnect

xxxxxxxxxxx

contemplate-------reconfigure..........CODE         (plot , plan)
     v
        ENCRYPTION--- process of transform-
ing information (referred to as plain text)using an algorithm   
     (cipher) to make it unreadable 
to anyone except those possessing special     
   knowledge, usually referred to as a key. (inv. 
decrypton)
  message      _facili-
tate secret communication
  confidentiality      
:protect information
 authentication       
-used to protect data in transit

                ENCRYPT       DECRYPT
text message------------------encrypted data file---------------text 
message

mcsweeney’s issue 19

BE QUICK AND CALM   the big plot (this pamphlet is 
a weapon for one thing. every person who reads it can become a    at 
home    new fighter for democracy and against 
thought-control. Will you help to give it the wide     at work  
          
 distribution it demands?)
   at school
   in the open----------{obey instructions and stay put until the 
all-clear sounds}
    (online)                                  federal civil defense 
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administration

re(a)d alert

020 associar novos media - anotações {Submit Conform Obey Marry And 
Reproduce Never Question}

xxxxxxxxxxxx

exhibit A
       MISSION - territorial spread
 021 ver mapa instruções para a acção

read this and keep it carefully. you may read it
----doc. impact of leaking classified information (wikileaks)------
ENCRYPTED (marginalia)

022 por vezes a marginalia surge literalmente como anotações de um 
documento/objecto existente, e por vezes é simbólica ou metafórica
--------keep records of... (tracking---box---ARCHIVE)

 bypass ]0, +oo[
the schock of the apparent chaos we find ourselves in has revealed 
the need to seek new ways of perceiving.
 cultural window which triggers constructions of meaning, thus 
contributing to our own conception of the worlds and the way we  
live in it
  these constructions are subjective and circumstantial, 
since they depend on the conditions verified with each   
reading---------CHAOS   the way in which different elements
      are linked, independent-
ly of their
      individual characteris-
tics. it is in the interaction
 multidisciplinary   of the different con-
stituent elements of a complex
      system           (and apparently chaotic) 
system that you can find
      a pattern and order. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

inhabiting a mobile space: the body-----place of communication, that 
goes to different places
      PRIVATE / PUBLIC
        mobility: 
social communicator
vehicles of social intervention
               v
 redistribution of meanings      
pattern of common understanding
 propose new ways of making sense
 regenerate the current system
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An infinetely small unit in an infinitely large territory-one or two 
individual voices can have a huge impact
              
(Neville Mars)

perception     vs.     memory of perception (blur)

“Thinking about travelling also makes me recall that the distance 
covered to reach a destination can seem infinitely large. If you 
carry a heavy backpack the distance you walk feels longer. And if you 
are in a hurry, it feels even worse. The expression I use in these 
cases is: ‘to be in arrival’, which means not being there during the 
journey; not being there in the present but in a sort of future. Not 
simply from A to B before going to C and D, but wanting to jump from 
A to E. Wanting somehow to skip the journey.”
          
MARGINALIA [<<< PAGE 05]
SCAVETTA. Francesco (Like Climbing a Mental iceberg)----- 023 web, 
temos A B C D E, em simultâneo, e podem-se traçar os percursos e   
           relações que se quiser 
hyperlink/TEXT -----NARRATIVA NÃO-LINEAR

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

fragmenting the -------------------- small segments made it shorter
    journey         
perception is fragile

processing...
nothing is actually seen (fragmentary visual info and knowledge)

MAP----discontinuous elements-----------group-
ing___________________________________________fragmentation
     enhancing_________reprogramming
         reconnect

            +oo
“Of infinity, there is a place abrupt as a name. 
As soon as it is heard, we are summoned to the 
rest of our ignorance. And, from 
bone to bone, we go on drawing, without theories
the straight line that, without                                        
FINITO      INFINITO  ]0, +OO[
rigour, will take us 
point by point 
to the said
silence.”     (Vasco Gato)

“A photographe describes a finite amount of information within which 
infinite possibilities can occur.”
     detail can transcend into meta-
phor   ---->power of the medium   (Jeffrey Ladd)
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

-The first room (Ricardo Cabaça) - 024 ler texto estrutura peça te-
atro - notas margem didascálias
> 
 I finished my first complete visit of the world.
 Now I know the whole world,...
 What you’ve become after the journey     
travel
          
time
        past   
present   future
DEPTH  dimension_________size
       position:::::::::: time
 duration and exit

LABYRINTH             k.     the castle, franz kafka
    algorithm - code
    generates through the insertion of 
characters and words, reproduces the same numeric sequences, the same 
spaces, buildings, creating a max. of 4,294,967,295 distinct places 
vis the procedural generation of territories, terrains, buildings, 
spirals, squares     CYBERSPACE
 ambiente labiríntico tridimensional indeterminado
 navegável/aberto/contínuo/complexo/cíclico
software hibrido > quadros naveg interactiva e proto-jogo de computa-
dor     ONLINE DEMAND

LABYRINTH - single, non-branching PATH, which leads to the CENTER. 
unambiguous route to the center and back.
  is different from a maze (puzzle choices of path and 
direction) [>>> PAGE 17]

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

[<<< PAGE 16] 024 metáfora para a rede (espaço online como um labir-
into)

NET-(mathematics) notion of a sequence; map; continuity; convergence; 
neighbourhood POINT

LOCATE where and when
DRAW a live map of...
so others can find it too!>>>>>>>>>>>the world according to Vincent 
Kuhn      SPREAD

BIBLE-----------------> GOOGLE (google is the new bible - verifiabil-
ity)
       surveillance “do you remember my pin?”
{project 85: Dan perjovschi What happened to us?, MOMA 2007}

025 MARGINALIA - CENTER and MARGIN - the center of something is the 
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margin of another one or vice-versa

MARGIN-
(typography) space that surrounds the content of a page
defines where something starts and ends.
(economy) set of constraints conceptualized as a border.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

CENTER-
(geometry) a point in some sense in the middle of an object

MARGINALIA-
notes, scribbles, comments made by readers in the margin of a book. 
Annotation - way of adding descriptive notes to a document;

>true marginalia is not to be confused with reader’s signs, marks or 
doodles in books<

TERRITORY-
division, geographic area which has come under the authority of a 
government; area. including land ans waters, considered to be a pos-
session of a person, organiz, institution, state or country subdivi-
sion (terra/land)
                   freedom
INVASION_            v
conquering, liberating, re-establishing, altering, larger strategy---
---planning and execution
--implies logistics and communication------------CODE
       borders, margins
       records, archive
occupation > dissemination

parallax:
elasticity_________elastic horizons
     v
“elasticity can be defined as a new malleable inner horizon in frag-
mented boundaries of tension, condensation, and expansion that chal-
lenge thought”

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

“In the 21st century, the horizons of our fundamental experiences 
have expanded and continue to expand. We experience and think differ-
ently, therefore we feel differently. How elastic are our minds? How 
far can we stretch them?”>>>future and TECHNOLOGY

relativity------------->interpretation 
   perception

parallax: change in the arrangement of surfaces that
define space as a result of the change in the position of 
a viewer.     simultaneity and a new 



I was here.

http://maps.google.pt/maps/

ms?ie=UTF8&hl=pt-PT&msa=

0&msid=21842745790261547

7005.00049e6308f6fad494a4

a&ll=39.347718,-98.54004&sp

n=28.892199,86.572266&t=h&

z=4

x



détour n
e

m
e

n
t

http://maps.google.pt/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=pt-PT&msa=0&msid=21842

7457902615477005.00049ac23d2b37e0413eb&t=h&z=2

A .    

                   .B 

      C.

       D. 

                         

                                                       E .

A .            .B       C.       D .                                                                                         E .



not sure...anymore!

http://where.am.I.com/

.
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multiplicity of imes are brought on by digital communication

context.net Re:interview #016
Stories without boundaries but full of lies /les liens invisibles

“the secret act of making the world disappear through software not 
only leads to a withdrawal from visibility and perceptibility but 
also implies an immaterialization of structures.” (Inke Arns, The 
Twists of a Snake: Minority Tactics in the Age of Transparency)

[online dialogue July 8-14 2010 - information activism:
turning information into action
--collecting data, visualizing data, digital ways of sharing info, 
security risks [>>> PAGE 20]

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

[<<< PAGE 19] pre-digital examples of information
  >>>new technologies make it easier, broader and quick-
er, but it is not a solve-all solution

DIGITAL_______incorporate
  new tools------------------> ENGAGEMENT
       tactics
--being well informed, knowing your target, having a strategy
---preparing for turning set-backs into potential advantages                    
RESOURCE SHARING

    structures
                            web 2.0 phenomena
“manipulation of the inner structure to which the Internet user-expe-
rience depends on. More than the look and feel of a logo it is more 
important now people/users interact with this invisible structures 
(SEARCH ENGINES, BLOG PLATFORMS, SOCIAL NETWORKS,...) and what the 
implication of these kinds of interactions.”

>The Internet is not just a collection of ‘pages’, The 1nt3rn3t is an 
environment, a landscape, through which people | users move and in 
which they ‘live’        psycho-geographic
    aproach________________________________
__analysis
            
of the organization
          
of urban space_____________new “routes”
          
      (derivations) to go
          
  through digital landscapes
PHYSICAL vs. DIGITAL 
    landscapes

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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détournement use web 2.0 aesthetics in order to create a contrast 
between the paradoxical content of the work FAKE
______  and the appealing pop way this content is presented. 
(liens invisibles)
     |
 <-- |

http://language.cont3xt.net/ ____________portable theory
    language to be looked at and/or things 
to be read
        v
    literal / metaphorical      “the power 
of a world lies in the very inadequacy of the 
      signification   
context it is placed (...)”

PORTABILITY------MOBILITY
    on the go                Man and his world 1967(still/frame from 
movie Stan Vanderbeek)
        special animation
    programming language  (pdf The Digital 
computer as a creative medium, NOLL, A Michael)

LOST:NOT FOUND - ---circulation

TAGGING    POSTING    RATING  
  exchange
COMMENTING   SHARING      
  feedback
           ..............place versus platform..............

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

“I tag therefore I am” period---TODAY
----------------naming, defining, highlighting our uploaded
  and downloaded material;
Interelations
interactions________________________________content                
spying
          : 
is a fundamental issue in this relationship and it is
            
a basically form of surveillance based on affection. 
            
it is becoming and unconscious habit. exposure justifies
            
it all
        --we con-
struct the web (exhibition - tag ties and affective spies)

repository of records:_

map morphogenesis_ biological process that causes an organism to de-
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velop its shape - development, growth, differentiation

026 tasty territories - o corpo humano como mapa como pagina de en-
trada e acesso a areas diferenciadas, crescimento=protese=desenvolvim
ento

repository - multimedia Vincent Kuhn

global perspectives                                                       
THE EXPLORERS

           
exploring

Around the World
        whole internet map           

ON THE EARTH’S SURFACE
THROUGH THE WONDERLAND OF NATURE

         
Using a Map

                                  Mapping the World  

027 PROJECTOII/01MARGINALIA/RESEARCH 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

028 Willie Fogg - volta ao mundo em 80 dias (Júlio Verne)
029 mp3 coordenadas - HIDDEN LOCATION
   incorporação de diferentes media, em que cada um deles é uma lo-
calização (referencial)
interdisciplinariedade_______NICHOLAS NEGROPONTE  (sound synchroniza-
tion)
____um som é um lugar, uma imagem é um lugar, uma frase é um lugar, 
“web is a place”, or a infinite compilation of places
          
  structures

On the road, Kerouac 1950’s mid-century America
     autobiographical work--------personal / depersonal
ROAD
TRIP______journey notebooks                               idea of 
humanity
       USA landscape

opening (book); “ with the coming of Dean Moriarty began the part of 
my life you could call my life on the road”

030 cruzar referencias mapa com pessoais (EU) e no maps for these 
territories (lugares e não-lugares)

Tree of Codes, Jonathan Safran Foer
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,’peeking through windows as the tale unfolds’

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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‘on the brink of the end of paper, I was attracted to the idea of a 
book that can’t forget it has a BODY”
  v
  v
transport the reader----------->different places

human-machine body-------------------------------------------print / 
digital
                              “(...)remembering it has a body”
     Jonathan Safran Foer

031 desfragmentação da informação em peças diferentes sem se susten-
tar tanto num objecto físico/impresso    

LAYOUT AS AN ILLUSION

032 texto explicativo-sinopse-peça-abertura dos actos (plot teatro)
033 “ARE WE THERE YET?”  - journey ...but where is exactly 
‘there’?----never-ending journey LOOP

place where the physical body casn be, enter, re-enter and exit  / 
place where the digital body can imerge, for the thought
PRESENT   vs CONTENT        
FORM   vs  CONTENT
analogical   digital           
analogical     digital

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Books without pages, Nicholas Negroponte
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________(to import)
     interaction

ubiquity                                                                         
has grown
new media                                                    “the 
user community -is growing- 
             to include 
people like: presidents of
             companies, 
housewives, six year old children.”

personalization   sound synchronization  
spatial data access
|         |
|                     semantic construction:    |
|ideas do                       question      ran-
domness
|not fall                       idea
|on some
|sort of           portable
|boundaries?                                   personalized landmarks
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|
|  semantic boundaries
|       BOUNDARIES                                              
  PAGE
|                           |                                                     
 MAP
| “The ideas in a letter or a book clearly                                     
 Track
|  do not fall on page boundaries.”                                            
 Control
|       |       
 Read
|        |       
 Play
|   POINTERS          bits, bytes  words  memory. 
  Engage
|  detailing, additional
|  info that can be followed
|  or ignored
|    switching
|    between media
|               spatiality
|        
|
selection
variety     KNOWING

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

034 do volume à unidade, do obj ao sistema, do livro à página
 “continuidade negociada
“ ou mudança de paradigma;
 texto, paratexto e marginalia e a passagem das convenções da 
página impressa para a digital;
    página como território comum: da semântica à forma e à função
 da “página-papel” à “página-ecrã”, ‘plano’ para o ‘sítio’;
 expansão das coordenadas x, y para x, y , z: meta/dinâmico;
 ecrã como pág hipermedia: modos e formas de “leitura”
    do modelo de comunicação à metáfora
 pág como metáfora para o interface;
 cultura digital / conceito de pagina
 abalar os alicerces da autoridade; desconstrução do paradigma 
escritor/leitor e as novas economias culturais;

_paginar o (des)conhecimento
__clarividência do ERRO e encenação da PAGINAÇÃO expondo uma---------
--geografia do livro

035 obj único (manual) reproduz o que acontece à pág do livro, que 
se for resproduzida e repetida adquirem-se novas possibilidades de 
leitura(s) e novas marginálias; enquanto que os conteúdos online es-
tão em mutações dinâmicas FLUCTUATION
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

map----visual representation of an area; symbolic depiction high-
lighting relationships between elements of that space such as ob-
jects, regions, and themes. Although most commonly used to depict 
geography, maps may represent any space, real or imagined without 
regard to context or scale

 cartography---map-making          orientation
      directions
      scale
      accuracy
      labels / annotations  
 036 marginalias exportadas do book without    
         
pages, Negroponte, surgem como coordenadas de     
        input e 
de direcção no “mapa”
          
 037 dropbox address com video evento e     
         
snapshot surveillance (pixelated postcard)
          
 038 audio com orientações para o EXODUS
          
  (under construction)

Paper and pixel, the mutation of publishing (Alessandro Ludovico)

The death of paper didn’t happen.
 
 The end of paper was one of the worst prophecies in the eight-
ies, at the beginning of the personal information age. Personal com-
puter marketing figured out the dream of a ‘paper-less office’, with 
massive magnetic archives thar would have replaced huge amounts of 
paper. But all this simply didn’t happen. Even more, paper, and the 
printed medium at large, has significantly contributed to spread the 
new media culture and consciousness. So paper is here to stay.

  Making a physical copy of a book involves photocopying 
it page by page, or printing it from a file, again page by page. The 
result is a bunch of paper without a relevant physical space.

touch, smell, sight       
paper and pixel seem to be complementary
          
ink vs. electrons

look, scroll

mag.net reader:

“(...)keyword of this journey - visibility. We all know that the 
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Internet is an immense space in which different types of interests 
concentrate and coexist” (p.56)

“the coordinates at which we stand today are different to those of 
previous decades and we can see the changes that have ocurred (...)” 
(p.57)

Islands in the net, from non-places 
to reconquered anchorages of the avant-garde
Krystian Woznicki

“With the spread of the Internet, the utopia was given a location in 
cyberspace. It was now a question of *

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

*EXPLORING, SURVEYING and SETTING this NEW CONTINENT. Those who 
departed for it dreamed the dream of a better world. In its immate-
rial expansions, new social models could be tested and new forms of 
life practised. Capitalism, racism and all the other evils of mate-
rial world would be overcome. And what is more: it was not only the 
perfect counter-world, but also represented the next world order. 
Linked-up, decentralized, withour hierarchies. This dream was of 
course also based on a new image of humankind.”    NON-PLACE
  v
Paradise functiones in the   online/offline
networks only as long as it,
as such, had no name and no address.
...
 huge corporations countries, anarchistic liberated zones (data pi-
racy) >>>islands in the net

Hakim Bey saw pirates and corsains stretching an alternative ‘in-
formation network’ around the globe, This network was made up of 
scattered islands, remote hideouts where ships could be watered and 
provisioned, booty traded for luxuries and necessities, Some of those 
islands supported intentional communities, whole mini-societies liv-
ing consciously outside the law and determined to keep it up, even if 
only for a short but merry life. *

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

* Hakim Bey: The temporary Autonomous Zone, New York, 1991
     Hunters and (sample-) gatherers, 
appropriation in contemporary music

Is the map the territory?                (mag.net reader 3)

         A 
book itself is a little machine.

276: no text has meaning alone. all texts have meaning
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in relation to other texts.
 259: print is a content, not the form, of
 electronic media.
81: the intersection of indepen/
trajectories that produce somethin/
that, in retrospect end being mor/
than a mere collision.
     150: text is a field of words, 
paragraphs
     and pages, (...)hypertext in-
cludes these as well as nodes
     and links among texts >>>>>ne-
groponte
126:if words are always
contextual and contested
then the introduction of
static images, hot links,
sound files, animation, and video raises the stakes exponentially
by challenging the underlying metaphors of information that 
are involved in most discussions of multimedia.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

DYMAXION MAP  (Buckminster Fuller - Fuller projection /Dymaxion Air-
Ocean World) 1946
v projection of a world map onto the surface of a polyhedron
v which can be unfolded to a net in many different ways and
v flattened to form a two-dimensional map which retains
v most of the relative proportional integrity of the globe map.
v
v intended to be unfolded in different ways to emphasize
v different aspects of the world (B Fuller Institute, 1992)
v
v
THE METAMAP, surveillance and privacy
               (metamute)
Dymaxion dreams (issue 21 mute magazine, dataveillance)

“Looking at it as the spaceship that it is, there’s just one space-
ship here. It’s the only one we’re going to get, What are the to-
tal known resources, and what is the total knowledge, and how do we 
use those total resources and knowledge for everybody on board this 
ship? Absolutely give no attention whatsoever to nations ever again. 
It must be really how to make it work for everybody. That’s what I’m 
talking about. We’re now talking about making it work for everybody.” 
(B Fuller 1895-1983)

039 usar mapa metamap reversing the transformation

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

risk board game ---transition board to computer________ “IF WE CAN 
CHANGE THE MAPS, CAN WE CHANGE OTHER RULES?”
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power   mission   world domination

no Maps for these territories (2000 - 89 min)
Mark Neale - - - - - -- on the road with William Gibson

intro>>>>>the route is being calculated...
     select your destination

Hello....are you here?
  I’m here in the backseat
      It´s just happening 
We’re in...
      We’re in something...
   turn right  and it’s out of control.
road trip
through a 
post-geographic world   It all moves so quickly           now.
   These days it all changes  Nothing 
stable
        Nothing 
static
        Nothing 
to stand on or cling to
 accelerating      No maps 
for these territories.
 constantly     Though they are 
of our own creation
 toward some     No myths for 
these countries of the mind
 null point of
 post-humanity

                              en route
 LOS ANGELES---------VANCOUVER----------NEW YORK
  (Portland)

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

technology - one can have anything they want, at any time.
   v
   v
altered our     1. memory . childhood 
Tenessee
physical being
reshape of the human being    “and then televi-
sion came...”
      2. first time one man 
heard a victrola
it is difficult to find non mediated
people ----affected by media
      the non-mediated world 
has become
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      a lost coun-
try___________________country we cannot find our way back
         
(pervasive sense of loss and excitement, like christmas    
      morning, these two go 
together)
we’re more comfortable with
an earlier version of what we are (like we were) SECURITY - - - - - 
customize your body  (today: panic and ecstacy)
      3.federal bldg in OK 
(tv)
      something bad happened 
in mid America getting the idea
      that everything has 
changed here
features:
Jack Womack
Bruce Sterling
Bono

“On an overcast morning in 1999, William Gibson, father of cyberpunk 
and author of the cult-classic novel Neuromancer, stepped into a lim-
ousine and set off on a road trip around North America. *

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

*The limo was rigged with digital cameras,a computer,a television, 
a stereo, and a cell phone. Generated entirely by this four-wheeled 
media machine, No maps for these territories is both an account of 
Gibson’s life and work and a commentary on the world outside the car 
windows. Here, the man who coined the word ‘cyberspace’ offers a 
unique perspective on western culture at the edge of the new mille-
nium, and in the throes of convulsive, tech-driven change.” (documen-
tary, docurama’s website)

dialetic between
  past and present  TIME------------future
|
|   nanotechnology, post-human society, normalisation of technology
|
|      +prompted by an unseen 
driver figure   <-----INPUT
“being in the moment,    +communicating with the 
outside  ------> OUTPUT
not being in anticipation,
not being in recollection”

the pace of change makes hard to imagine the future

modern life is inseparable from mediated interpretations of that life

“I drove 12,376 miles around America and Canada in the course of pro-
duction. William Gibson smnoked over 900 cigarettes on our travels.”  
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(quote Mark Neale, in REEL23)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Mark Neal statements(march 2005)

“And so I did, and kept going, from Los Angeles to Vancouver to New 
York and points beyond. Gibson travelled with me for about a week all 
told, a day here and a day there between April and December 1999.”



https://www.dropbox.com/home/MAP?select=exodusprint%20pdf.pdf#/MAP:::

This is just a fragment. To track the rest of the map, go to:



“If we can change the maps, 
can we change other rules?”

exodus.

END:  [SWITCHING MEDIUM...]



NO: _____




